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Sevvy. Technology that enables healthy, sustainable and fast cooking & baking.
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Sevvy is a food technology company which created a technology that enables healthy, sustainable and fast cooking & baking. With this patented technology, it is possible to prepare food without baking fats and use up to 50% less salt and sugar. Moreover, up to 90% less electricity is needed to prepare food and the quality is perfect constantly.
Sevvy technology is available to license for cooking, baking and preparation equipment, including patents, know-how, technical solutions and recipe content.
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Reinventing how to prepare food
Sevvy technology makes the cooking of food easy, fast and tasty. Integral heating is achieved using electrical currents. This allows rapid cooking at exact and low temperatures and, as a result, vitamins and nutrients are perfectly preserved. 
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Chef's notes
“Sevvy makes it incredibly easy to create chef standard dishes with delicious textures and tastes you never imagined. I really love how Sevvy enhances the beautiful flavours of natural, healthy food. Better food, in less time, with more ease, means more time for delicious dinners and making new memories. To me that is what eating is all about.”

Jeffrey Schoeman - Executive Chef
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Contact Details

Sevvy B.V.Willem de Zwijgerlaan 3501055 RD Amsterdam
+316 22 75 84 65
info@sevvy.me

Join us
Linkedin 
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